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November 5, 1968 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. J. D, O'CONNELL 

Subject: 	 INTELSAT Conference; Your Meeting with Leonard Marks 

on November 6, 1968 


Mr. William Miller (DOS) called me yesterday afternoon and stated 
hat Frank Loy would be attending the subject meeting, and would 
ntroduce a memorandum which contemplated decisions on two 
rocedural items, and one sub:stantive matter. The procedural items 
nvolve the question of invitations to the Conference and the voting 
ights of 	invitees; the substantive item involves a European regional 
ommunications satellite proposal. 

With regard to the question of invitations to the Conference, the 
Department of State contemplates ' sending out two separate diplomatic 

otes --	one to the members of INTELSAT; and another to the countries 
which are not members of INTELSAT. The first note would constitute 
an invitation to the member countries to attend the Conference ; the 
second, would be a notice that the Conference wosld be held and worded 
in such a way that countries interested in attending, because of an 
interest in jo.ining INTELSAT, would be invited to attend. There is no 
problem with the invitation to the member countries; but the FCC (Ende) 
has taken the position that an invitation ought to go to members and 
non-members alike. We have opposed it because of its potentially 
disruptive affect; and the State Department, at the present moment, 
seems to 	agree. Mr. Miller is of the view that non-member countries 
should be invited as observers, .if they express an interest. This seems 
clearly preferable to the FCC position. 

The Department of State also proposes to write into the Rules of 
Procedure for the Conference that observers will have no vote, but at 
the discretion of the Chairman, may speak on pertinent issues and 
introduce papers. ~4r. :Miller states that GoHloat FeeomHlel'H3o that 
atte;aaa;aee at tho Gonfor-oneo 19o liHlitoa to HlOHlber-s. My recommendation 
is that we go along with the Department of State; that is, invite members 
only_, and allow interested non-member countries to participate as 
observers only. The Rules of Procedure should make the role of non
members clear. 
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The substantive is sue involves voting instructions to Com sat on the 
European regional communication satellite proposal. Mr. Miller 
said that the Europeans have defined it as a separate communication 
satellite system serving a single country, or ~ompact group of 
countries, linked together by economic or cultural ties. He also said 
that John Johnson of Comsat has recommended that Comsat be instructed 
to vote in favor of it, but that he (Miller) is inclined not to go along with 
Comsat. When I asked Mr. Miller what the relationship, if any, would 
be between a European regional ;S'atellite system and INTELSAT, he 
stated that prior to the establishment of a European regional system, 
INTELSA T would be .consulted as to the technical and economic 
compatibility of the European system with the INTELSA T global system. 
Approval by the INTELSAT Governing Body would not be a requirement. 
It is my recommendation that Comsat be instructed to vote against this 
proposal. The United States should be afforded a full opportunity to 
examine the impact that such a proposal would have on its INTELSAT 
commitments --particularly as it affects those members of INTELSAT 
which are not on the Interim.. Committee. I recommended to Mr. Miller 
that, prior to the Conference, the State Department sound out the smaller 
countries (particularly the Latin American and the African countries) 
for their view on such a proposal. 

As you know, we grappled with this question of regional systems for 
some time before we submitted the United States position pq.per on the 
Definitive Arrangements in October 196 7, and we were not able to 
define a regional system in such a way as to remove the fundamental 
danger it poses to the entire INTELSAT structure. There is no compelling 
need for a decision on this important question now. It is my recommendation 
that the matter be put off until the International Conference in February 
when the United States will be in a much better position to evaluate fully 
the implications of this action. 

Of course, the French position on the future of INTELSAT is that INTELSAT 
should be a coordinating mechanism for three basic regional systems: one 
serving North and South America; a second serving Europe and Africa; 
and a third serving Asia. The countTies using the individual regional 
satellites would own shares in them, based upon their use. It would 
appear from the information available that the French would concede 
dominance of the American regional satellite to the United States as the 
major user; France would hope to dominate the Euro-African system itself ; 
and it would probably concede to the Soviet Union the responsibility for develop
ing, ;launching, c.nd operating Asian regional systems. Apart from the fact 
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that such a scheme would leave a large number of the developing countries 
in South America and Africa with no real choice other than to go into a 
specific regional system, it would also make it relatively easy for the 
Soviet Union to launch its INTERSPUTNIK system, the first stage of 
which would be a communications satellite of approximately INTELSA T 
III capacity in equatorial orbit over the Indian Ocean. Such a satellite 
would not only reach about 90% of the Soviet population, but would also 
cover Southeast Asia, East Africa, and Eastern Europe. The political 
effect of the Soviet Union developing this sort of capability in Asia 
would seem profound, and should not be overlooked. If the Soviet Union 
does orbit a communications satellite in the Indian Ocean area which it · 

. 	 . 

may share with the United Arab Republic (Egypt), India, Cambodia, and 
Madagascar, for example, it will strengthen the Soviet presence in that 
area entirely at American expense. 

The question of the assistance which the United States might offer the 
i 


Canadians for their domestic communications satellite system cannot be i 

li

considered in isolation. I consider the Aide Memoire proposed by the i: 
Canadian Government completely unacceptable. (I understand that the 'I 

lr 
1State Department is revising it and that this office will have an opportunity 1

ill
1 

to review it before it is finalized.) If the impression is generally gained 
[i!by the Europeans --particularly the French-- that the United States has 

agreed to launch·a domestic Canadian satellite which will be part of a II 
!Isystem wholly independent of INTELSA T there will be no way to deny 
i/

them launch assistance for a European regional system. To say that II 
we have drawn the line at the national boundary will only invite the reply 
that such a line discriminates against Europeans in favor of the Canadians !, 

lj 

l i
and Americans. I' 

\! 
: ! 

The Canadian Aide Memoire must reflect the conditions laid down by the ! 
!

United States that the Canadians coordinate their domestic plans fully 	 i 
I 

with INTELSAT in such a way as to avoid the consequences mentioned above. I 
!j
It
ii

You ought to be re·ceiving a memorandum from Loy covering these points !I 
in greater detail. I thought you should have this much in writing now so n 
that you would have the maximum amount of time to review the entire matter. t: 

i! 
I
il 
' 

II
liJ. J. O'Malley, Jr. 	 ! ]

il 
li
il
liNote - More over 	 II 
!j
'II I 
\!
ll 
il 
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NOTE: After preparing this memorandum, I received the S t ate Depart  ji 
ment memorandum dated November 5 , 1968 which added the is sue of ll 
participation by Government in the General Assembly. I am covering ii 

I 
Ithis point in your memorandum to Leonard Marks. I 
\ 
! 
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November 6,_ 1968 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. LEONARD MARKS 

Subject: INTELSAT Conference 

Here; stated briefly, ar~ my views on the matters of (1) invitations 
to the Conference; (2) voting; (3) the European reg ional communi
cations satellite proposal; and (4) possible govern.ment participation 
in 	the proposed INTELSA T Assembly. 

The Invitations: This has been a matter .of considerable discussion 
between my office and the State Department. We ha:ve no objection 

·· to the proposal to send an invitation to the Conference to all!NTELSA T 
--- membe"rs; and a diplomatic note to those countries which are not 

members of INTELSAT notifying them that the Conference :willtake 
__ __p_~~-<::~- -~nd adv_is_ i~_g t!>-~_tif_ they are interested in joining INTELSA T 

invitations would be sent. If. a country responds that it would like 
to be invited, an invitation would be sent. State agrees wl.th us, 
that the participation of non-members should be limited. to that of 

. Observers; that is , that a non-member would not be permitted to vote; 
but at the discretion of the Chairman , he would be permitted to speak 

or introduce papers. We understand that the Department of State is 


· revising the draft Rules of Procedure to make these points clear. 

We recommend that these restrictions on non-members should be 

made as clear as possible in the rules so as to permit the members to 

come to the substantive issues in the Conference without undue delay~ 

The European regional satellite proposal: You are aware, I am sure, 

of the danger that any regional system outs ide of INTELSA T poses to 

the entire INTELSAT structure. The danger is created by the fact that 

most nat ions which are heavy users of long distance communication . 

services are most apt to want to design communication satellite syste m s 

which are tailored to meet their own needs, with the needs of the smaller 


__, 	 c'cni:ritties' being accommodate"d onfy when the larger country feels that its 
bes t interests would be served. A,fter having given the mat ter a great 
deal of thought there seems to be no way in which a regional system can 
now be defined so as to preclude this possibility. (The attached DOS 



systems.) 
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telegram from Paris 23372j.e} dated 4 November 1968 points up m 

paragraph 7 the basic problem in relaxing our policy inregional 


Of course, no nation can establish a regional system 
without launch services, and this is the one area where the 
United States can protect its commitments to INTELSA T. We have 
taken the position, therefore, that the United States should not agree 
to launch any communications satellite for any nation unless the use . · 
of that satellite wruld be consistent with the INTELSAT objectives~ 
We -feel that at this most critiCarjuncture -- prior to the Conference 
no launch commitment ought to .be made, even to the Canadians, for 
a domestic system without adequate protection of our interests in 
INTE LSA T. If a launch is agreeq to for a CanadTan s-a-teTfite -syste-m 
outs ide of INTELSAT the French~ particularly , will--immediately 
request such assistance for Symphonie, If they are told that launch 
assistance can be given only if Symphonie is a domestic system, the 
reply will be that the Canadians and AmeriCans rigged the rules to 
meet their own exclusive needs. 

Perhaps one of the most serious consequences of a relax.ation of our 
j: 

launch policy would be to provide the Soviet Union with a distinct 
advantage in its development of INTERSPUTNIK. The French view of 
the future of INTELSAT, . as youknow, is that of a-loose- confederation 
of regional systems -- basically three: one serving North and South 
America; a second serving Europe and Africa; and a third serving Asia 
and the .Far East. The French see the United States as .the dominant 
power in the American regional system; · itself as dominating the one 
in Europe and Africa; and France seems quite content to see the 
Soviet Uniondominate the basic Asian system. While Japan and 
Australia would certainly have a special concern over Soviet domination 
of any Asian-Far East regional systems , nevertheless it seems quite 
probable that the Soviet Union will move forwa'rd with a synchronous 
satellite system centered in the Indian Ocean. Such a system could 
serve 90o/o of the population of the Soviet Union, as well as India, 
Madagas.car, the United Arab Republic, and Cambodia, to cite only a 
few countries. While the United States could not pre vent the Sov iet Union 
from launching INTERSPUTNIK and offering to share it w ith any country 
that wishes to join with it, it is our view that the United States ought not 
to :make it easier for the Soviet Union to ac.hieve this goal, It will make 
it easier if it changes its policy on regional systems at this time. 
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then, in our discussions withthe Canadians and the Europeans 
we should make it plain that we are committed to INTELSAT in our 
national policy, and that there does not appear to be any way that we 

· · c;::m satisfy their requests for domestic orregional systems outside of 
INTELSA T without endangering the entire INTELSAT structure. However , . 
if they can show that this can be done we would be glad to reconsider 
their requests, but in the absence of such a showing- such requests for · 
launch assistance would have to be denied. 

Government participation in the INTELSAT General AssemblJ: This 
suggestion, would allow governments the option, prior to each meeting 
of the General Assembly, of sending either a Government representative, 
or a representative of the INTELSAT member. ·My recommendation is 
that while we should not presume to dictate to the other INTE LSAT 

. members, we should not encourage such a practice. The General 

Assembly idea was conceived by the United States toprovide a forum 

where the smaller INTELSA T members which do not have a voice on the . 


·Governing Body could develop some s.ense of participation. · The meetings · 
of the General Assembly would be very similar to the shareholders 1 

· meeting of a large corporation. The idea seems to be an excellent one, 
jf.._the§cope o.£ Jhe General Assembly is -properly circumscribed; but 
the danger in allowing the option of Government participation is that the 
Assembly may become too powerful. Since voting in the Assembly 
might not be based upon use of the space segment , decisions might be 
made in the Assembly to the detriment of the largest users --particularly 
the United States. In addition, it might seriously undercut the concept of 
INTELSA T as a commercial, non- political entity. 

It is my recommendation, therefore, that Comsat be instructed to vote 

. in favor of limiting participation in the General Assembly to INTELSA T 

members. 


J. D. 0 rconnell 

. Attachment 
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REFz A) STATE 2644261 B) 

~ - -

~ AR I S 2 3 3 7 2 

~YMPHON!Ej EUROPEAN ~PACE PROGRAM, AN6 

STATE 264-4-25 
. 

I• EMB OFFS MET WITH BQISGELIN tFONOFF1 COMMUNICATIONS SATE~LITE 
AFFARISl EVENING OCT 31 !O CONVEY US POSITION RE EUROPEAN
SPACE PROGRAMi lREF Bl1 
ANb TO SEE~ REACTION TO NASA RESPONSE RE SYMPHONIE LAUNCH 
WHiCH DELJVERED fHAT MORNING BY NASA EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVE fo 
AUBlNIERE !DIRECTOR GENERAL' FRENCH SPACE AGENCY), ALSO DI~USSED 
FRENCH ASSESSMENt RECENT CETS MEETING LONDON• 

2~ INCIDENTALLY, AUBINIE~E H~D COMMENTED EARLIER IN DAY TO NASA EUR· 
OPEAN REPRESENTATIVE THA~ HE PERSONALLY THOUGHT REPLY OF REF A WAS 

C0 r~ F I DEN TI AL 
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GOODAND SAID HE WOULD INFORM OF OTHER GOF REACTIONS AS THEY 

DEVELOP• 


3Q BOISEGELJN EXPRESSED . APPROVAL i THAT NASA REPLY OF REFTEL WA~ 

rAVORABLE BUT REGRETTED THAT US DEFINITION OF . AN EXPERIMENTAL 

SATELLITE SO RESTRICTIVE - AND APPRAENTLY EXCLUDED QUOTE REGU~AR 

GOVERNMENTAL TRAFFIC UNQUOTE• HOWEVER, HE NOTED THAT FURTHER . 

DICUSSJON WOULO gE REQUI~ED IN REACHING AN UNDERSTANDiNG 0~ T~E ROLE 

OF THE SATELLITE AND THE . US LAUNCH CONDITIONS~ . 

4• BOISGELIN1 WHEN INFORMED OF US ~OSITION RE EUROPEAN SPACE 
PROGRAM AND INTELSAT:, -HA.b : NO coMMENT · ExcEPT, IN :· coNNE(TroN wiTH ouR 
EMPHASIS ON DE~1~ABJLITY . EUR0PEANS . DEVELOPING A BROADLY BASED . 
GROUPING WHICH TRULY REGIONAL IN CHARACTER, HE ASKED H0\4 MANY REQUIRE ·· 
REQUIRED TO MEET - BROADLY . BASED C~ITERIA HE SUPPOSED MORE . . ' . . . 
THAN THREE• 

5• COMMENTIN ON REcENT ~~TS MEETING BOISGELIN SAID FRENCH W~S 
UNA~LE TO ~GREE T6 WHAT }T CONSIDERED THE TdO RE~TRICTIVE DEFiNITION 
OF A REGIONAL SAfELL1TE PROPOSED B~ OTHER CETS MEMBERS• HE ~Ai~ ~ 
COMMUNICATIONS ~ATELLJTE IN STATIONARY ORBIT IS INHERENTLY . 
RE~IONAL I~ THAT IT SEES ONLY A PORTiON OF THE EARTH'S SURFACEj AN~ 
INDICATED THIS DEFiNITION WAS MORE IN ACCORD WITH FRENCH ViEWS 0~ THE 
DEFINITION OF REGIO NAL• HE SAID FRENCH ACCEPTED THE REST OF T ~ E CETS 
POSITION AND HOPED TO BRING THE DOCUMENT BEFORE THE SPACE MiNiTERS 
MEETING NOV 12 IN BONN• !HE OBJECTIVE OF THIS MANEUVER WO~LD BE }0 GIVE 

THE POSITION ADDI!IONAL WEIGTH BY ADDING THE APPROVAL OF THE 

EUROPEAN SPACE MIN I STER~ TO · THAT OF THE NATIONAL DELEGATES TO THE ' 

CETS· 


6~ WITHOUT MENTIONING GLOBAL OWNERSHIP CONCEPT HE SAID 

GOF WORKING ON IDEA WHICH THEY HAVE LEFT WITH OTHERS FOR 

CONSIDERATibN OF -SOME sb~! OF LOCAL OPTION - . . 

WHEREBY A COUNTRY COULD DEciDE WHETHER 

IT HAD AN ' iNTERE~T IN A ~~RTlCULAR SATELLITE~ WHAT MEANT BY THIS 

NOT PURSUED BUT iMPLICATION WAS COUNTRY OPTING OUT WOULD IN 

SO~E WAY BE LESS INVOLV~D ' IN THAT PARTICULAR SATELLiTEo 


7• tOMMENT: AS THE SYMPHONIE SATELL1TE PROJECT HAS DEVELPED F~ANCE 

HAS SPOKEN OF SO : MANY DI~FERENT ROLS WHICH THE SATELLITE COULD' 
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WOULD OR MIGHT S~RVE THA! IT SEEMS DOUBTFUL ; AT THIS TIME THAT EVEN 

PRANCE ' HAS MADE : A DEC I s ·I ON ON WHAT IT. WI LL L DO OR ATTEMPT · WiTH . . 

SYMPHONIE• IF SYMPHONIE IS USED EXPERIMENTALLY IN ~ ALL " THE ·ROLES WHICH 

HAVE ' BEEN PROPOSED FOR IT, SYHPHONI E WILL · PASS TELEPHONE, . . 

TELEVIsION; AND DATE TRANSM rss IoNs wITHIN EuRoPE AND BETWEEN EUROPE ' 

AND THE NE A R EAS t, A F R I C A, S 0 U T H . AMEHI CAN A N D THE FREN CH ANT I LL E S :, '·. 

AND QUEBE~• THE ' THEMES MOST FREQUENTLY PLAYED UPbN HA~E BEEN SYM~HO~I 

S Y MPH 0 N I E S R 0 L E AS S SUP~ LEMEN TAR Y EUR 0 V I S I 0 N L :i NK:i ITS V A L UE I N . 

LlNK!NG THE FRANCOPHONE COUNTRIES, ITS USE FOR EDUCATIONAL 

· P R 0 GRAMM I NG T0 QUE BE C .P AND F 0 R . LA UN CH DA T E TRA N S MI S S I 0 N 8 E TWE EN 
FRANCE AND - THE Ff3~NCH GUIANA SPACL LAUNCHE BASE · ~ .. 
GPo3 
SHRIVER 
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